Global Climate Change:
Local Impact and Action

Workbook
NGSS Middle School Curriculum

Lesson 1. What is the greenhouse effect?
Phenomenon: Cars left in the sun get much hotter inside than it is outside.
My wonders…

System – Something that has parts that interact together and may have energy or matter
coming in and going out.
Model - Scientists, engineers and mathematician use models to answer their questions. A
model is a simplified representation of a system that can explain and help make predictions
regarding phenomena. Scientific models can include diagrams, physical replicas,
mathematical representations, analogies (like labs), and computer simulations.
Radiation – Energy that moves from one place to another in “electromagnetic” waves.
Greenhouse gases - Gases such as carbon dioxide and methane that absorb infrared
radiation and trap heat in the atmosphere.
Fossil fuels – Fuels such as coal, oil, or natural gas that are formed in the earth from
prehistoric plants or animals.

If I knew the answers to these 2 questions it would help me understand the connections
between human activities, greenhouse gases and changes in temperature.
1.

2.
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Greenhouse Effect Worksheet
What is the effect of solar radiation on Earth with changed levels of greenhouse gases?
On the left (Natural Greenhouse Effect)
1. Color a band of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Label with the names of greenhouse
gases.
2. Show, using arrows, shortwave light radiation and longwave
heat radiation.
3. Color the thermometer to reflect the temperature of the earth
with the natural greenhouse effect.
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On the right (Human Intensified Greenhouse Effect)
1. Color a band of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere- think
about how the size will differ from the natural greenhouse
effect. Label with the names of greenhouse gases.
2. Show, using arrows, shortwave light radiation and longwave
heat radiation. How will it differ from the natural greenhouse
effect?
3. Color the thermometer to reflect the temperature of the earth
with the human intensified greenhouse effect.
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Lesson 2. What is the albedo effect?
Phenomenon: Have you ever tried to walk barefoot on asphalt on a sunny day? Why is this
child walking on the white line instead?
My wonders…

Albedo – The amount of light that hits a surface that is reflected without being absorbed.
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Name: _________________________________

Date: ______________

AN INVESTIGATION INTO ALBEDO
In this investigation, we will be modeling the earth’s atmosphere using 2L bottles. We will put different
types of material in the bottom of each of 4 bottles to model different surfaces on earth and then measure the
rise in temperature in each of the bottles.

Inquiring and Designing an Investigation
Explain the problem or question to be
tested.
State the testable question, clearly identifying the independent and dependent variables.
Hypothesis and Variables
Hypothesis Clearly and correctly state your hypothesis in one sentence. Be as specific as you
can. Example: Due to the influences of the albedo effect, I believe black paper
will be 50% warmer than light paper after one hour in the sun.

Independent Variable:

What factor are you changing on purpose?

Dependent Variable (include units):

What factor changes as a result of the
independent variable? (you will be measuring
this)

Control Variables:
List at least 3 variables which might influence
your results

Why do you need to control this variable?
How will you control it?
Why:
How:
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Why:
How
Why:
How:

Perform Investigation
Materials
1. Four similar clear 2 liter bottles with white lids, clean and dry.
2. 4 surface materials (enough to cover bottom of 2L bottle with 5cm of material
a. Black charcoal granules, (soil amendment) found at garden center.
b. Perlite (white potting mix ingredient) from garden center.
c. Medium shade brown soil
d. White paper, torn in strips
3. 4 small thermometers hanging from a wire attached to each lid (teacher setup: heat a nail and melt a hole
in each bottle cap to suspend a small thermometer on a wire, (or unbent paper clip) Label the caps A,B,C
& D)
4. Ring stand with a clamp-on lamp
5. timer

Safety Considerations
Be aware of the high temperature of a heat lamp.
Do not touch it.

Procedure
1. Fill bottom of each 2L bottle with 5cm of each surface material
2. Place cap with suspended thermometer on each bottle
3. Place bottles under an overhead lamp so they are receiving light from the same distance and angle.
4. Prepare a timer for 5 minute intervals and turn on the lamp.
5. Record the temperature of each bottle every 5 minutes on a spreadsheet.
6. Graph and analyze the results.
For repeated trials with successive class periods, cooling time will be required for the materials so that all
substrates can return to room temperature.
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Processing and Evaluating

Data Collection
Collect and organize your data. Use a spreadsheet or the chart below to organize your data.

Different Surface Types vs. Temperature
Temperature in the bottle (in 5 min intervals)
Type of
surface

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

black
charcoal
perlite
brown soil
white paper

Organize, Transform and Present Data
Using a spreadsheet, create graphs and insert here.
Each graph must include:
Title
x and y axis labels with units (the independent variable is usually on the x axis)
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Data Analysis
Describe your results- what did your data show?
Interpret your findings
● What is the data telling you?
● Why do you think your results turned out this way?

Conclusion and Reflection
Based on the data collected, discuss the validity of your hypothesis by explaining if your hypothesis was
supported, partially supported, or not supported by the data.
What did you learn from this experiment and what could you investigate further? How could your findings
be applied to solve a specific problem or issue? How does this experiment interact with other factors:
moral, ethical, social, environmental, political, cultural, economic, etc.
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Arctic Ice Melt
What is the effect of Arctic ice melt on Earth’s albedo and temperature?
On the left (ice cover 1984)
1. Show, using arrows, what happens to shortwave light
radiation from the sun when it hits the surface of the
Arctic Sea. How much is reflected back to space?
How much is converted to heat radiation?
2. Color the thermometer to reflect the temperature of the
Earth with more artic ice.
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On the right (ice cover 2016)
1. Show, using arrows, what happens to shortwave light
radiation from the sun when it hits the surface of the
Arctic Sea. How much is reflected back to space?
How much is converted to heat radiation? How will it
differ from 1984?
2. Color the thermometer to reflect the temperature of the
earth with less arctic ice.
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Lesson 3. Can graphs help us understand Climate Change?
Phenomenon: Why does the Earth seem to “breathe”?
My wonders…

Reflections AFTER doing the worksheet.
Did any evidence presented in the graphs help you understand the questions you wrote down at the end of
Lesson 1?

Can you now answer your own questions?

Do you have any new questions?
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Analysis of Graphical Data in Science
Questions and tasks that you must complete are written in blue (gray for black and white copies).
Part 1: Why graph?
Scientists use graphs to show their data in a form that makes it easier to spot trends and relationships. For example, the following
chart shows atmospheric carbon dioxide levels taken atop Mauna Kea.
Year

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

1965

319.44

320.44

320.89

322.13

322.16

321.87

321.39

318.80

317.81

317.30

318.87

319.42

1966

320.62

321.59

322.39

323.87

324.01

323.75

322.39

320.37

318.64

318.10

319.79

321.08

1967

322.06

322.50

323.04

324.42

325.00

324.09

322.55

320.92

319.31

319.31

320.72

321.96

1968

322.57

323.15

323.89

325.02

325.57

325.36

324.14

322.03

320.41

320.25

321.31

322.84

1969

324.00

324.42

325.64

326.66

327.34

326.76

325.88

323.67

322.38

321.78

322.85

324.12

1970

325.03

325.99

326.87

328.14

328.07

327.66

326.35

324.69

323.10

323.16

323.98

325.13

1971

326.17

326.68

327.18

327.78

328.92

328.57

327.34

325.46

323.36

323.57

324.80

326.01

Source CDIAC
If you really look carefully, you might be able to start to figure out some trends in this data, but it becomes much clearer when
you graph it:
1. Describe this graph in your own words.

Part 2: Review- Types of Graphs
There are several types of graphs for presenting data. Bar graphs
are great for comparing different data sets (for example, control
group vs experimental group). Line graphs can be used to show
incremental changes or continuous data. Other common forms of
graphs are pie charts which show parts of a whole, scattergram which plots a large group of individual points, and Venn diagrams
which can show relationships between concept. This BrainPop video shows a good introduction to types of graphs.
https://www.brainpop.com/math/dataanalysis/graphs/
For each of the following data sets below, choose the graph type that would best display the data.
2. In this class, people wearing slippers, athletic shoes, or other shoes.
Type of graph:________________________
3. Growth of a tomato plant that is exposed to only blue light over a 20-day period. Measurements are taken once a day.
Type of graph:________________________
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Part 3: Slope
The vocabulary of slope:
Peak

Drop

The verbs in the box can be used to describe changes commonly seen on graphs.

Rise

Climb

Soar

Increase

Fluctuate

stabilize

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Circle the verbs that mean to go up.
Underline the verbs that mean to go down.
Put a rectangle around the verb that means to go up and down.
Put parenthesis around the word that means to reach its highest level.
Highlight the word that means to stay the same for a period of time

decline

Hamakua Marsh Wildlife Sanctuary is home to endangered native birds. When invasive mongooses were introduced to the area,
they preyed on the eggs and chicks of the endangered birds. A predator control program was initiated to control the population of
the mongooses. The mongoose population was tracked for 10 years. (Data is not real.)

Number of Mongoose in
Wildlife Sanctuary
Mongooses

2,000
1,500
1,000
500
1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

0
Year
adapted from: https://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/graph_tadpoles.html
Use the words in the box to help you complete some of the sentences. In some cases, there is more than one correct answer.
1. In the year 1990, mongoose populations began to ___________________ rapidly.
2. Mongoose populations reached a ______________________ in 1992.
3. Between 1992 and 1993, populations of mongoose ___________________________
4. Mongoose populations __________________after 1993.
5. Between 1995 and 1999, populations ___________________________
6. How many mongoose were in the wildlife sanctuary at its highest point? ________________
7. How many mongoose were present in the wildlife sanctuary in 1998? ___________
8. Between 1998 and 1999, mongoose populations ____________ somewhat.
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Part 4: Analysis of line graphs
How does all of this come into play for a scientific graph? Let’s break down the analysis into 3 different
sections.

Under each set of directions, answer in bullet points or outlines.
Part 1: read the graph
● identify the independent and dependent variables. The independent variable is almost always shown
on the x axis.

● Identify the units of measurement of each variable

● State what each data point represents
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Part 2: describe the data and trends
● What are the long term trends in the data? Describe the slope- is it constant, increasing, decreasing,
showing a peak or plateau?

● What are the short term trends in the data? Are there cycles or patterns that repeat? Are there
outliers in the data?

● What is the minimum, maximum, range?

Part 3: make interpretations
● What is the data telling you? For example, calculate the slope and analyze what it means.

● What is the significance of the range, slope, outliers, trends, etc.?

● How does this data interact with other things you know about science, the world, etc.?

● Do the patterns you identified correlate with other information you know or can gather?

Part 4: Global Climate Change Graphs
Now we are ready to take these skills and apply them to other graphs. The class will divide up into groups.
Each group is responsible for analyzing one of the graphs provided by your teacher and then reporting their
findings back to the full group. Use the skills we learned today to analyze the graphs, all of which are
related to global climate change.
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Lesson 4. How does global climate change affect Hawaii?
Phenomenon: Very hot days are becoming more frequent.

How will the number of days over 90º change over your expected lifetime?

How does this compare to other cities of the same latitude?

My wonders…

WRITING FOR CHANGE

Pick one of the ways in which climate change is affecting Hawaii. Write a letter to your state
representative to explain your concerns. Use evidence and scientific reasoning to justify your
concern and support your argument. If it will help support your argument, you can also include
data from the graphing lesson. Finish with a statement of what you think your state
representative should do.
Letter includes these elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence clearly.
Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, demonstrating an
understanding of the topic.
Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relationships among claim(s) and reasons.
Establish and maintain a formal style.
Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the argument presented.
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1. Temperature rise.
Both the air temperature and the
ocean temperatures are steadily
getting hotter in Hawaii. Extreme
heat can cause health problems
and even death for people and
other animals.

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/global/time-series

Spikes in ocean temperatures in recent years have caused “coral bleaching” where the algae that
gives coral its color and some of its food leaves the coral. This can kill the coral.
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2. Sea level rise.
The water is warmer which results in thermal expansion, also ice melt from glaciers has increased
the amount of water in the ocean. Flat coral atolls in the Pacific are disappearing, but higher
elevation land in Hawaii (volcanic island) will remain above sea level. However, King Tides (the
highest tides) and storm surges will reach further inland than they did in the past. Beaches will be
eroded, low lying areas like Waikiki will be flooded, and roads and buildings along the shorelines
will be damaged.

3. Fewer trade wind days and less rainfall.
Trade winds are measured at Honolulu International Airport. Trade winds cool us off. Trade
winds also push moist air from over the ocean to the windward mountains where it turns into
rain. That is why it rains more on the windward side of the island. Less rainfall creates challenges
for our water supply and for farmers.
Year
1973
2009

Number of trade wind
days
291
210

http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/MET/Hsco/Trade%20wind%20changes%20JGR%202012.pdf
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4. Spread of disease.
Hawai’i has the highest rate of extinction of plants and animals anywhere in the planet due to
habitat loss, introduced predators (including humans), and disease. One disease that has driven
some species of native Hawaiian birds at lower elevations to extinction is avian malaria,
transmitted by introduced mosquitos.
The I’iwi is one of 18 species of Hawaiian honeycreepers that still exist. At least 38 species of
Hawaiian honeycreepers have already gone extinct. The I’iwi is no longer found in the lowlands,
but still lives in high elevation forests above 4,000 feet. Scientists predict that as temperatures
increase due to climate change, mosquitoes and avian malaria will spread to these last refuges.
I’iwis and other native birds will be at risk of avian flu and might go extinct.
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Lesson 5. How can we apply scientific principles to minimize
our school community's contribution to global warming?
Phenomenon: Hawaii passed a law committing the State to becoming carbon neutral by 2045. That
means Hawaii would emit only as much CO2 as its vegetation takes in.
Can we do it? Now Hawaii is over 90% fossil fuel based – renewables produce 20% of electricity, 1% of
ground transportation fuel, and 0% of marine and aviation fuel.
How can our school community contribute in a positive way?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Design Challenge!
Brainstorm- what is going on at our school now?
What are the ways in which our school PRODUCES carbon dioxide emissions?

What are the ways in which our school community REDUCES carbon dioxide?
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Define the Problem

WHAT is the problem you are trying to solve?
Using the ideas you brainstormed above, decide on a problem you can solve that meets the criteria in the
chart below:
Describe the
problem you want
to solve.

How does this
problem relate to
carbon dioxide
levels, either
through emissions
or reductions?

What data could
you collect about
the current state of
this problem?

What are some
possible changes
your school
community could
make to positively
impact this issue?
How can you
measure or observe
the changes in your
possible solution?
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Develop a Plan for Data Collection
Describe a detailed plan for collecting data on the current situation.
How will you collect it?

When and for how long?

What materials would you
need?

In the space below, draw or insert a blank data table that you will use to collect your data. Do you need to
collect multiple sets of data and average your results?
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Collect Data
Complete your plan for collecting data by recording it into the chart you created above.
Describe any challenges you had in collecting your data.

Describe any circumstances that might have affected the data you collected. For example, did the
weather, day of the week, time of day, or other factors affect your data?

Graph Data
Create a graph of your data by hand or using a spreadsheet and insert below.
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Design a Solution
What are 3 possible solutions that would
create positive change in your school
community and directly impact the problem
you identified?
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How could you observe or measure the
change these solutions would bring about?
(relate this back to your original data
collection- what would change if your
solution were successful)
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Choose the solution that your group will try based on feasibility, ability to measure results, or
personal interest. Create a detailed plan below for implementation using the prompts.
What is your proposed
solution? Write a
detailed plan.

What resources will you
need to enact your
solution?

Whose help or
permission will you
need in order to act and
what is your plan for
contacting them?

How and when will you
measure your results?
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Evaluate Your Solution
Document how your group implemented your solution. You may also insert photos or videos as evidence.

Measure your results: collect qualitative and quantitative data on the results of your solution. Insert data
table, graph, and descriptions below.
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Share your Results
What would be the best way to tell your school community about your problem and solution?
Infographic? TED Talk? Video? Presentation?
What information do you feel is most important to share so your school community
understands the problem and the solution?

As a group, create your documentation. Insert link below or attach documentation.
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Reflection
Describe what worked well in your design solution and what you would do next time to make your solution
even more effective.

Discuss the challenges with your solution and how you might solve them.

How could your solution be applied outside your school community? In Hawaii? Globally?

Describe three elements from other groups’ solutions that worked well and why.

Thinking about the solutions from all groups, describe how you could combine the best elements of
multiple designs for a more comprehensive plan for your school.
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